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		If you’re an advanced beginner or intermediate JavaScript developer, JavaScript Enlightenment will solidify your understanding of the language—especially if you use a JavaScript library. In this concise book, JavaScript expert Cody Lindley (jQuery Cookbook) provides an accurate view of the language by examining its objects and supporting nuances.

	
		Libraries and frameworks help you build web applications quickly and efficiently, but when things go wrong or performance becomes an issue, knowing how and why they work is critical. If you’re ready to go under the hood and get your hands dirty with JavaScript internals, this is your book.

		
			Get a short and digestible summary of ECMA-262, Edition 3, backed by real code you can run instantly
	
			Examine the creation of JavaScript objects
	
			Learn complex values, primitive values, scope, and inheritance
	
			Understand the importance of the head object
	
			Work with string, number, and Boolean objects and values
	
			Discover how to use the null value and the built-in math object
	
			Get into the details—beyond Mozilla’s reference guide for JavaScript 1.5
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Climates, Landscapes, and CivilizationsAmerican Geophysical Union, 2013

	Published by the American Geophysical Union as part of the Geophysical Monograph Series, Volume 198.

	

	Climates, Landscapes, and Civilizations brings together a collection of studies on the history of complex interrelationships between humans and their environment by integrating Earth science with archeology and...
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The Political Uses of Expert Knowledge: Immigration Policy and Social ResearchCambridge University Press, 2009
PO L I T I C I A N S and civil servants seem to be attaching more weight to using research in policymaking than ever before. Over the past decade, it has become de rigueur for governments and international organizations to stress the need for ‘evidence-based’ policy. The tendency was well exemplified by the Labour administration that...
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Machine LearningMcGraw-Hill, 1997
The field of machine learning is concerned with the question of how to construct
computer programs that automatically improve with experience. In recent years
many successful machine learning applications have been developed, ranging from
data-mining programs that learn to detect fraudulent credit card transactions, to...
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Atlas of Morphology and Functional Anatomy of the BrainSpringer, 2005

	The recent advances in neuroimaging techniques, particularly magnetic re- nance (MR), have greatly improved our knowledge of brain anatomy and related brain function. Morphological and functional investigations of the brain using high-definition MR have made detailed study of the brain possible and provided new data on anatomo-functional...
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IBM Cognos 8 Business Intelligence: The Official GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2008
The Only Authorized Guide to IBM Cognos 8 Business Intelligence

Develop, deploy, and maintain a complete BI solution across your enterprise. IBM Cognos 8 Business Intelligence: The Official Guide shows you how to take full advantage of the robust service-oriented architecture and simplified role-based user...
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Japan's Software Factories: A Challenge to U.S. ManagementOxford University Press, 1991

	Though Japan has successfully competed with U.S. companies in the manufacturing and marketing of computer hardware, it has been less successful in developing computer programs. This book contains the first detailed analysis of how Japanese firms have tried to redress this imbalance by applying their skills in engineering and production...
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